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       In Latin, grammatical voice is marked morphologically, using a paradigm of word endings. A
certain set of words, the deponent verbs, uses only the endings normally associated with the
passive, yet behaves semantically and grammatically in characteristically active ways. The table
below displays a partial set of a deponent verb's conjugations next to a partial set of a non-
deponent verb's conjugations, to illustrate this distinction. 
       Approaches to categorizing these idiosyncratic verbs vary widely. Students of Latin are
traditionally taught that deponents are active verbs with passive endings, an oversimplified
approach. Other approaches are more comprehensive, but still have gaps. Xu et al. (2007)
perform a semantic analysis of deponent verbs, and determine that deponent verbs are "non-
canonical actives," but can provide no explanation for why some non-canonical actives are not
deponent. Alexiadou and Doron (2012) conclude that deponents are "non-canonical passives,"
and Francesco Pinzin (2015, 2017)  along similar lines argues that deponents do not actually
contain a "mismatch" of form and function at all, but that their forms should be understood to
encompass a broader set of functions. Weisser (2010) and Gianollo (2005) seek to integrate
deponents with other forms of voice-related indeterminacy, while Embick (2000) develops a
complicated theory of the rules that cause deponents to behave as they do, though he makes no
attempt to explain how such rules may arise. Müller (2013) critiques various approaches to
deponency, preferring to view them as true cases of semantic-morphological mismatch, which he
sees as arising as a result of conflicting rules determining morphological markers. Of these, I have
the most sympathy with Pinzin, though most of these arguments were more or less persuasive to
me, and my findings show that many deponent verbs compare quite closely to non-deponent
active  verbs, a finding which may be a shot in the arm for Xu et al.'s interpretation. 
      In order to shed new light on this intractable problem, I employ a  method which, to my
knowledge, no previous study of Latin deponent verbs has used: I compare deponent verbs and
non-deponent active verbs with similar meanings. This method brings what actually
differentiates deponents from non-deponents into more explicit relief than other approaches.
This approach of setting non-deponents next to deponent verbs reframes the question, allowing
us to ask not simply "What is the explanation for this category of verbs' idiosyncrasies?" but also
"Why have these words been grouped into this category?" and "What is the standard against
which these verbs are idiosyncratic?" I want to problematize the notions of standard active and
passive voices, as well as the notion of a coherent relationship between morphology and semantic
voice. Deponency is important to study precisely because it exposes these inconsistencies and
incoherences in the way we conceptualize language. 
      I used the Dickinson College Commentaries Latin Core Vocabulary, which collects the thousand
most commonly used Latin words, to identify the most common deponent verbs. Among these, 11
had close non-deponent counterparts. Using the Thesaurus Linguae Latinae and Lewis & Short's A
Latin Dictionary, I analyzed these 11 words and their 11 counterparts, paying attention to how they
function syntactically and semantically: Do they take objects? What types of objects, in what
grammatical construction? What semantic nuances are legible? How often are  they used
abstractly versus concretely? Limitations of this method include the sample bias inherent in only
being able to analyze written Latin and not spoken Latin, and the fact that no two lexical items
really mean the same things in the same ways, so the non-deponent words chosen can only
approximate a control group. A further limitation on this project is my own lack of background in
linguistics. Any mistakes are, of course, fully my own. 
       In the middle column, I provide some  background on deponency and articulate some of the
theoretical and interpretative attitudes that I have adopted in my study, which have informed my
approach to this project. In the righthand column, I present my findings, such as they are, and
share some provocations for future research and consideration.
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       For the purposes of this project, grammatical voice is
the way in which a verb assigns semantic roles, such as
agent, undergoer, or beneficiary, to the nouns that it
takes as arguments.  But linguists don't agree on a single 
 model of voice that can account for the variety that
exists in all the world's languages (see Zúñiga and Kittilä,
2019), which vary widely in their voice systems. The
study of verb voice is therefore not the dissection and
discovery of an innate truth about the meaning and
function of a word, but the attempt to construct a model
that adequately accounts for it. On questions of
grammatical voice, no definitive answer may ever be
reached, since language use is itself unstable and fluid.
       The answer to that may lie in their lack of certain forms, what a linguist would call their
"defectiveness." Looking for answers in etymology is often ill-advised, but the word deponent
does come from Latin deponens ("putting down"): they are named for the fact that they have
"put down" most of their would-be active endings. Weisser (2010) argues that deponency and
unaccusativity (the phenomenon in which an ostensibly active word lacks the ability to take an
object, a phenomenon related to intransitivity and Charisius' neuter voice) are two sides of the
same coin: unaccusatives are "unpassivizable," deponents are "unactivizable." Gianollo (2005)
makes a somewhat similar argument that unaccusativity and deponency are very closely related
phenomena, which relate to other quirks in the system of voice, such as split intransitivity.
Semantically similar verbs tend to fall into these categories. One may as well call this complex
of ambiguously-voiced verbs "the middle voice."
Revisit this method using an expanded sample and a more comprehensive analysis of
corpus data to improve the rigor and depth of results.
What insights have I missed from this research, that someone better versed in linguistics,
or a more sensitive reader of Latin, may be able to glean? 
Adapt this approach to compare deponent verbs with with non-deponent passive
counterparts. Sequor ("I follow"), the single most common deponent verb, was left out of
my sample because it did not have a near enough match among non-deponent active
verbs, a serious omission. However, a comparison of sequor with the non-deponent
passive ducor ("I am led") could be fruitful! In the central column I raise many provocations
about the -r paradigm, but this experimental design was not well suited to assess them.
What patterns can describe where the -r paradigm does which of its many functions? 
What to make of semi-deponents? Could this method shed light on them as well?
Where did deponents come from?
        Historical data, per Pinzin (2015), show that all the
transitive deponents that are attested in later Latin texts
are also attested in the earliest phase of written Latin. 
 The deponents that develop in later periods are all
intransitive, and a majority of them are formed from
nouns or adjectives. Pinzin (2017) argues that these can
be viewed as reflexive verbs meaning "to adopt the
manner of [the noun from which the verb derives]." 
       Bearing in mind that both words and morphological
features can shift in meaning over time,  that words
marked as if passive should come to behave actively isn't
necessarily surprising. The question that informs this
project, then, is: why have some words become deponent,
and others not? My speculation, which I share with Xu et
al., Pinzin, and others, is that words whose position in the
inconsistent system of voice was already ambiguous are
particularly prone to becoming deponent. One can
reasonably conjecture that a speaker of  Latin, knowing
that one set of endings should be used for verbs whose
subjects are the agent of that verb, and one set of endings
should be used for verbs whose subjects are not, may
become confused when a verb's grammatical subject does 
fought") which uses a passive marking to indicate that
fighting is occurring, without labeling combatants as
subjects of the sentence. Haspelmath (1990) writes
that Latin's passive morphology can also function as
anticausativity (omission of the agent), reflexivity, or
resultativity. Klaiman (1991) gives an example of a
non-deponent verb movere ("to move") being used
with passive endings, but in such a way that would be
best translated actively: stellae moventur ("the stars
move" or "move themselves.") For these and other
reasons, Alexiadou and Doron (2012) view the -r
paradigm not as a set of passive markings, but as a set
of  mediopassive markings, of which the passive is a
common but particular, not default, case. I have come
to share their view. 
        Indeed, all 22 verbs I analyzed for this project do fall into one or another of the various
semantic categories which Kemmer (1993) associates with the middle voice. That is my first
finding: deponents don't not fit the category of middle voice. But in order to be consistent, we
would have to then term all the non-deponent non-canonical  actives as "middles" too, and we
end up with the same puzzle:  why do some of these middle voice words have "active" endings
and some have "passive" endings, when they have such similar semantic content?
       A second broad result, derived from the process of selecting words to study, is that over half
of the most commonly used deponent words lacked cleanly comparable non-deponent active
counterparts. This may suggest that certain concepts, such as the specific type of speech act
denoted by fateor ("I confess"), simply made the most sense to Latin speakers when given -r
paradigm endings. (What distinguishes these concepts specifically remains unclear.)
       In some cases both the deponent and the non-deponent word exhibited a high degree of
voice ambiguity. For instance, I learned that oro ("I pray"), which I had selected as the
counterpart for deponent precor, is actually what Charisius called commune: its passive endings
function identically to its active ones, such that oro and oror both mean "I pray." Similarly
indeterminate are those verbs which do not grant their subjects full agency. Arbitror ("I judge")
is even attested in some cases as meaning "to seem," a rather passive meaning that its
counterpart in iudico utterly lacks. The subject of arbitror may be either the considerer or the
considered! The deponent verb's -r paradigm is somewhat at odds with its grammatical
function, but it does seem to align with semantic overtones of compromised agency. These
cases suggest that sometimes a specific deponent lexeme assigns less agency and more
impactedness to its grammatical subject than a similar non-deponent lexeme. This may
explain why arbitror became deponent and not iudico, but this result is not generalizable, since
in cases like loquor/dico ("I speak") a similar distinction was not apparent to me. 
       Furthermore, I believe it is appropriate to treat transitive and intransitive deponents as
entirely separate phenomena moving forward. All but three of the most commonly used
intransitive deponents lacked non-deponent counterparts, whereas synonyms or near-
synonyms were more common for transitive deponents. Because  intransitive deponents do
not assign their subjects full unaffected agency, and because they do not take objects, it is
appropriate to view them as examples of the Latin mediopassive, not as active verbs. The
subject of morior ("I die") is an undergoer,  not an agent: such words do not constitute a break
from -r paradigm functions. The question is then, if a verb like orior ("I come into being") fits
neatly into the mediopassive's use cases, why does it have such a close synonym in exsisto?
Here again, the idea of a morphology-transcending middle voice is appealing, but not fully
explanatory. Transitive deponents, meanwhile, due to the rarity of non-deponent -r paradigm
words taking objects, are more of a puzzle, especially because these words all exist in the
earliest phase of Latin texts. I might conjecture here that these words were originally reflexives
(or whatever else the original prehistoric function of the -r paradigm may have been), but
somehow shifted semantically to become more active at the same time as the -r paradigm was
becoming grammaticalized to represent passivity. Such speculation may be untestable. 
       Beyond these conclusions, I also made some observations which I cannot explain. For
instance, among some pairs of words like ingredior/intro ("I enter"), uses with accusative direct
objects were far more common for the non-deponent partner; for others, like conor/tendo ("I
try") and for/aio ("I say"), uses with an accusative direct object were more common for the
deponent word. My instinct is to interpret more frequent uses with the accusative as an
indicator of a higher degree of transitivity and agentivity, but these findings are inconsistent
and don't lend themselves to a systematic interpretation. In pairs like tendo/conor and
penso/reor ("I calculate, think"), the non-deponent verb was more often used physically, the
deponent with greater abstraction; but pairs like abeo/egredior ("I go out") exhibited the
opposite relationship. I do not know what this tells us about these words, if anything. 
       I am cognizant that I may have missed or misinterpreted many things throughout this
project. My fondest hope for this project is that, though my work may have its shortcomings,
the comparative method I've employed and the theoretical attitude I've adopted may yet be
fruitful for future students of deponency. 
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What is grammatical voice?
Julius Caesar, pictured  in
this 1902 photograph of a
marble bust, authored a
work on Latin language
and style, which has been
lost. 




on grammar and rhetoric
which do not survive but
had great influence on
Charisius.
Next Steps & Follow-up Questions
Findings & Their  Implications
Selected Bibliography & Acknowledgements
Defectiveness, & a Reinvention of the Middle Voice 
Introduction & Methods Ancient Romans proposed a variety of different
models for verb voice, but the most prominent is
Charisius' account, which delineates five separate
voices:   active, passive,  commune  (which had the
same meanings in their passive or active  forms),
neuter (which encompassed most intransitive
verbs), and  the deponents. 
Some Latin words are semi-deponent,
exhibiting only active forms in some
tenses, but only passive forms in others,
split along aspectual lines. Few scholars
of deponency have attempted to explain
why or how semi-deponents came
about, though  Embick and others do
attempt to explain their behavior. In
many of the world's languages, voice
and  aspect are closely related, so  that
relationship  may be involved in semi-
deponency. Semi-deponents lie outside
this project's scope, but deserve further
study! 
Marcus Terentius Varro, depicted  in  this
woodcutting accessed via Wikimedia Commons,
wrote De Lingua Latina, a towering work of classical
linguistics, of which only a  portion survives.
Do passive endings really indicate passivity?
Opinions vary as to where the -r paradigm came from.
One suggestion is that the "r" is a rhotacized form of se,
the Latin reflexive pronoun. Drawing  comparisons to
the Hittite language,  linguists like Kurzová (1993) relate
it instead to a much older Indo-European phenomenon
signaling  non-activeness, or deagentivum, broadly. 
Titus Maccius Plautus, depicted here in a 19th century sketch accessed via
Wikimedia Commons, is the author of the earliest surviving complete
Latin plays, making his work an essential source for early Latin. 
       Not necessarily. In addition
to signaling conventional
passivity, the Latin "-r
paradigm" also marks a
number of other functions. It
can be used to mark
impersonals, for instance, as in
the verb pugnatur  ("it is being 
Ovid, depicted in this
1905 illustration  by
Anton von Werner,
writes that  "omnia
mutantur, nil interit"
("everything changes,
nothing gets lost"), a
prescient and apropos
observation for an
author of Latin, which
changed into, but was
not lost within, the
Romance languages.
Latinists may note that
I've translated Ovid's
passive with an English
active, and his active
with an English passive;
consider it a winking
performance  of the
indeterminacy and
imprecision of voice. 
According to Wright (2014), as Latin aged and
changed, speakers of Latin coined active-ending
equivalents  to coexist with  deponent verbs, such
as nasco ("I am born") from nascor, which means
the same  thing; and even some makeshift 
 passives formed from  transitive deponents are
attested, per Embick (2000). Lots of new
deponents are coined in written Late Latin as
well, but they probably disappeared from speech
at that time. So even among native speakers of




actually  made up of 
 two distinct paradigms.
The -r paradigm proper
is synthetic (meaning it
has morphological
markings) and applies
to tenses with an
imperfective aspect,
whereas all tenses with




participle and a form of
the word sum, Latin's be
verb.   
       Critically, as Clackson and Horrocks (2007) show, non-deponent passives can even
sometimes take direct objects. A phrase like caput tecta ("having covered her head") features a
passive participle taking an accusative direct object; this is a reciprocal construction, because
both object and implicit subject are affected. So the -r paradigm encompasses many functions
beyond the passive. A further question therefore arises: how can we differentiate between
deponent verbs and non-deponent verbs, without relying on traditional categorizations? If non-
deponent "passives" lend themselves to reciprocal, reflexive, and other middle-ish readings,
and deponents therefore don't really exhibit a "mismatch," what defines deponency?  
not have full agency, or is impacted by its own action. Where the threshold beyond which a
word must become deponent lies, and how to measure "voice ambiguity," remain unclear, and
the paucity of early Latin text hinders research in this area.
VERB ATTRIBUTES
First Person Singular Present Indicative Active
Second Person Singular Present Indicative Active
Third Person Singular Present Indicative Active
First Person Singular Present Indicative Passive
Second Person Singular Present Indicative Passive
Third Person Singular Present Indicative Passive
First Person Singular Perfect Indicative Active
Second Person Singular Perfect Indicative Active
Third Person Singular Perfect Indicative Active
First Person Singular Perfect Indicative Passive
Second Person Singular Perfect Indicative Passive






























These charts show a selection of the various verb forms of two
verbs from my sample, tendo and conor. Both mean to strive or
attempt (though tendo can also denote stretching more
literally), but conor is deponent while tendo is not. Note how
the forms tendo uses to communicate passivity resemble those
that conor uses for the active voice. Note also that the
discrepancy in how these verbs relate morphology to voice
means that some forms are only available to one verb or the
other: conor can form a perfect active participle, conatus
("having tried"), a verb form not available to non-deponent
verbs; for tendo that ending is assigned to the perfect passive
participle. In a further complication, while conor largely assigns
active meanings to its passive forms, and largely lacks the
typical active forms, note that in its future participles it has
one possible passive form, conandus ("to be tried"), and one
active form, conaturus ("about to try") that resembles  the
corresponding active form for tendo, tenturus. It also forms a
present active participle conans ("trying") the same way tendo
does. These wrinkles in the deponent paradigm thwart any
attempted reduction of deponent verbs into simply being
active-voice verbs that utilize only passive forms. 
VERB ATTRIBUTES
First Person Singular Present Indicative Active
Second Person Singular Present Indicative Active
Third Person Singular Present Indicative Active
First Person Singular Perfect Indicative Active
Second Person Singular Perfect Indicative Active
Third Person Singular Perfect Indicative Active
Present Active Infinitive
Perfect Active Infinitive
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